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I.INTRODUCTION

DOE fundingforour group at UCSD began inmid 1988. At thattime the group

consistedofone professor,one postgraduateresearcherand a graduatestudent,supported
mainlyby UC startupfunds.Sincethenwe haveadded onlyone graduatestudent.With

university money exhausted, we were supported entirely on this DOE grant in 1991. Until
this year, the sole physics activity of our group has been its collaboration on the L3

experiment a_ LEP. We have been quite active in the constructlon, commissioning, and
physics analysis of that experiment.

This year, we have begun work un detector development for the SSC and are active

in the newly ;'_rmed collaboration which proposes to build a second high P_ detector
complementary to SDC. Our SSC work is done in collaboration with the other UCSD
groups which are primarily supported by the NSF.

Despite our rathc-.r small size, we have made major contributions to L3 and led im-

7?ortant cfforts at crucial times during the experiment. This was particularly true during
the 1989 and 1990 runs when the UCSD group was concentrated at CERN to prepare
for and analyze the first data from LEP. Jim Branson was released from teaching for four
consecutive quarters and spent the period from March of 1989 to August of 1990 at CERN.
Postgraduate researcher, Irwin Sheer, is based at CERN and students, Michael Hebert and
Andre Sopczak, were at CERN full time for these two runs. UCSD's contributions to L3
include:

1) Muon chamber cell design. (JB before moving to UCSD)

2) Design, construction, and quality control of the muon chamber mechanical wire po.
sitioning "bridges". (JB before moving to UCSD)

3) Coordination of the VME monitoring system for the muon chambers. (IS)

4) Organization and running of the test beam program to map the muon chamber cell.
(JB,IS,and MH)

5) Financialcontributionstothemuon chamber highvoltageand gassystems.

6) Coordinationofthereconstructionprogram (REL3) development.(JB)

7) Coordinatorand majorcontributortothemuon reconstructionsoftware.(JB)

8) Coordinatorand contributortothe "acrossL3" reconstructionsoftwarewhich uses

resultsfrom alldetectorcomponents.(JB)

9) RepresentativeoftheL3 grou_,L_i989and 1990LEP schedulingmeetings.(JB)

10) Author ofseveralMC generatorsand contributortoMC eventproduction.(AS)



11) Responsible for production data analysis during '89 and '90 ruts. (JB)

12) Physics analysis coordinator during the 1990 run. (JB)

13) Coordinator and major contributors to the inclusive lepton analysis which produced
several publications. (JB and MH)

14) Major contributor to several papers on muon pair production and asymmetry. (IS)

15) Produced publications limiting the Higgs masses in the minimal supersymmetric

model. (AS)

16) Major work on the problem concerning muon chamber TDC's and the common stop
error.(MH)

Many ofJim Branson'srespor3ibilitiesinevitablycaxnetoan end when he returnedto

UCSD toteachlastfall.The jobswerepassedon tootherL3 physicistswhocould be at
CERN fulltime.

L3 had a verysuccessfulrun in1990 and isnow inthemidst ofa longer1991 data

takingperiod.We havesofarpublished31 papersbasedon 1990dataand two more are

currentlyinpreparation.As can be seenfrom thepapersincludedinthisproposal,many

new and importantmeasurementshavebeenmade. We have alreadyd_ubledour datain

thisearlystageofthe1991run. We arehopingforabout 1,000,000eventsduringthis9

month LEP run.The analysisofthesenew datawillstrainthecollaboration'scomputer

and human resources.Jim Bransonand Andre Sopczakare returningto CERN inJuly
fortheremainderofthisyear'srun.

LEP and L3 havean excellentphysicsprogramahead.With an expectedfactorof100

increaseinthenumber ofZ° events,theplannedenergyincreaseaboveW ± pairthreshold,

and,followingthat,a furtherincreaseinluminosityat the Z° ,itisclearthatLEP will

maintaina leadingroleinhighenergyphysicsfornearly10 years,We believethatLEP

has themost excitingphysicsprospectsavailableuntiltheSSC and LHC be_inrunning.

In thisproposal,we willreviewthe activitiesof our group forthe lastthreeyears,

explainthecurrentstatusofthe group,and presenta planforthe nextfiveyears.Our

continued participation in L3 physics is a definite part of this plan. We expect to collabo-
rate on an SSC detector along with the rest or our UCSD colleagues. We will participate
in upgrades of the L3 detector. This proposal reflects the fact that we expect to add new
faculty to our grant in the near future. Recruiting an experimental particle physicist is
currently a high priority for the UCSD physics department, One scenario for this addition
is given in our five year budget.



II. L3 AND LEP

A. STATUS OF LEP

The L3 experiment is a high p,_cision, large solid angle detector located at LEP,
CERN's Large Electron Positron collider. By the end of the 1990 run, LEP experi-
ments had recorded about 1_,000 Z° events each. We already have about the same
number of events recorded in this year's run. LEP has achieved a peak luminosity of 1.1 ×
1031cm-2sec -I, which is near to its design luminosity at this energy of 1.6 × lOSlcm-2sec-1.
In the next three years, we expect a total of 10Tevents for each experiment on and around
the Z° peak.

In 1994, LEP will go above W pair threshold, ultimately reaching center of mass
energies of around 200 GeV. This will allow us to accurately determine the W mass and
search for standard model Higgs particles with masses up to around 90 GeV. Of course,
these are just examples of the physics of LEP 200. After running at high energy, it is

planned to increase the luminosity of LEP by adding more (up to 36) bunches. This could
increase final luminosities on the Z° by an order of magnitude, making LEP a very effective
B factory as well as improving the precision of standard model tests. An important aspect
of this will be to allow us to go to branching ratios smaller than 10-7 in rare Z° decays.

B. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF L3

Although there are four experiments running at LEP, the L3 detector is unique in two
important ways. First, the L3 detector concentrates on electron, muon, and photon energy
resolution. Second, the L3 collaboration has a large American contribution in terms of
both construction funds and physicists• So far, the numerical dominance of hadronic events
has given them the most significant role in our results. The importance of lepton detection
and resolution may grow as we get larger numbers of events and the measurements of
smaller br_nching ratios reach their systematic limits.

Figure 1 is a cutaway drawing of the L3 detector as it is in the experimental area.
The entire detector is housed in a large volume solenoidal magnet. The magnet has an
outer diameter of 15.6 meters and is energized to a field of 0.51 Tesla. The space available
for detectors has a diameter of 11.4 meters. Most of the magnet's volume is filled by

high resolution &ifr chambers used to measure muons. The three layers of chambers

measure the bending coordinate 56 times and the nonbending coordinate (z) 8 times. The
muon detector has identified and measured muons quite reliably, and so far has achieved
a momentum resolution of 2.7% for 45 GeV muons.

Inside the muon chambers is the h_dron calorimeter which absorbs hadrons and mea-

sures their energies. The calorimeter is hermetic and is composed of copper clad Uranium
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FIGURE 1: Cutaway drawing of the L3 detector.
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FIGURE 2: Resolution achieved for electrons of various energies in the BGO test beam. One of the strong

features of BGO is its excellent resolution at low energy.
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FIGURE 3: Reconstruction of two photon invariant masces showing a very clear _r° peak.
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plates interleaved with proportional chambers. Inside the hadron calorimeter is the electro-
magnetic shower counter made from BGO. This is segmented into 12,000 tapered crystals
to give excellent energy and position measurements for electrons and photons. Figure 2
shows the excellent resolution of the BGO electromagnetic calorimeter. The _r° mass peak

as seen in the L3 detector is shown in figure 3. The measured width is consistent with the
resolution expected from our test beam results. Figure 4 shows the reconstruction of the T°
in its two photon decay mode and the _0 in its _r°'_decay mode. The calorimeter system,
a combination of the BGO and the hadron calorimeter, achieved a 10.2% resolution for

the total energy of hadron events as shown in figure 5.

Inside the BGO, and just outside the beam pipe, is the L3 vertex chPanber, the Time
Expansion Chamber (TEC). It measures charged tracks 60 times with excellent position
resolution in the r-_ plane. The chamber can separate hits due to two nearby tracks down
to distances below One mm. Figure 6 shows an example of a hadron event reconstructed

in the TEC, This figure shows how photons can be identified using the combination of the
BGO and TEC.

L3 has a luminosity monitor composed of 8 rings of BGO crystals around the beam pipe.
The measurement of luminosity is a critical element needed to determine cross sections

on the Z° peak. Systematic errors on the hadron cross section are dominated by the
systematic error on luminosity. L3 has achieved an experimental systematic uncertainty
in the luminosity of 0.7% which must be combined with a theoretical uncertainty of 0.5%.
Figure 7 shows the measured acoplanarity distribution for Bhabha event_ ',.l the luminosity
monitor compared to Monte Carlo. Figure 8 similarly compares th_ measured energy.
Figure 9 compares the angular distribution of Bhabha events. These are the major event
selection cuts. Studies of the dependence of tile luminosity on large variations of the cuts

shows that our systematics are small.

Nearly the entire L3 detector was installed before the pilot run, which took place in

August of 1989. The BGO endcaps were delayed for fiscal reasons and were finally installe:l
during the shutdown prior to the 1991 run. A forward tracking chamber was installed along
with the BGO endcap. The endcap hadron calorimeter, although ready, was not installed
until after the August 1989 pilot run to allow access to the BGO and to the TEC. During

the pilot run, the muon chambers, hadron calorimeter, and BGO performed weil. The
performance of the trigger and readout was adequate and is improving rapidly due to our
experience. The time expansion chamber suffered 3 broken wires (out of 25,000) during
installation_ Improvement of the TEC performance and software has been continuous.
The chamber has been performing well in the •- _bplane, enabling us to identify inclusive
electrons and measure the r and B lifetimes.

The LEP pilot run was designed to give the experiments an early 10ok at some Z°
events before moving into measurements of physical constants. Within 20 minutes of the



FIGURE 6:A reconstructedeventintheTEC showingmanychargedtracksand2clearphotons.
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FIGURE 7:AcoplanaritydistributionofBhabhaeventsintheluminositymonitor,The designatedsidebands

areusedtostudybackgroundduetorandomcoincidencesofparticleslostfromthebeam.
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FIGURE 8: Distribution of measured electron energy divided by the beam energy. The data and Monte

Carlo follow each other well over more than two decades. At the very small energies, higher order radiative

corrections become in4_u, tant.
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FIGURE 9:AngulardistributionofBhabhaeventsmeasuredintheluminositymonitor.
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beginning of stable beams, L3 got its first event on tape, and two hours later, it was
analyzed and selected as a hadron event. LEP suffered a lot of down time during the 5 day
run, delivering only 15 hours of luminosity. By the end of _he run, L3 had accumulated
11 hadron cvents, one dimuon, and one wide angle dielectron event. In addition, we had
cleanly selected 10 Bhabha events in our luminosity monitor from a portion of the run.

Figure 10 shows an r-_ view of the first event found on the night of August 13. It is a
multihadron event with punchthrough into the muon chambers. The second event, shown

in figure 11 , is a beautiful hadron event containing a 6 GeV muon.

A complete description of the L3 detector is given in .Nuc]. Inst. and ._eth. A289,

page 35, which is included as a reprint in the appendix.

C. THE L3 MUON DETECTOR

As stated in the introduction, the UCSD group collaborates in the construction, instal-

lation, and operation of the muon chamber system for L3. We will, therefore, describe this
system in a bit more detail. The L3 muon chamber system is the most ambitious muon
detector ever built for a colliding beams experiment. The goal is to have a muon pair mass
resolution of about 1% for masses around 90 GeV, the Z° region. The muon's momentum
is determined by measuring its bending in the field of the magnet. The muon's path is
circular and, at 45 GeV transverse momentum, the deviation of that circle from a straight

line (sagitta) is 3.6 mm. We should measure that sagitta to about 1.5_0 (54 microns) to
get 1°_ mass resolution.

The muon detector is divided into 16 %ctants" as shown in figure 12. Each octant has
3 layers of chambers to measure the muon in the bending direction. High energy muons
cannot cross octant bounci_ries, so we need only measure sagittas accurately within one
octant. Even then, each octant is 6 meters long and over 4 meters wide. To get the

momentum resolution we want, we must position the wires in one octant to an accuracy
better than 30 microns relative to each other. The absolute position of the octant as a
whole need not be so accurate. The wires are positioned using wire alignment "bridges"
made of carbon fiber composite and pyrex. The bridges are up to 2.1 meters long, yet are
accurate to better than 10 microns. The bridges are positioned relative to each r,_her using

an optical line of sight system. This again is accurate to 10 microns. The lines _f sight at
the two ends of the octant are made parallel by means of a laser beacon systen ,. The laser
beam sweeps out a plane and is detected by sensors mounted on the line of _ight system.

Ali of this mecha._ical alignment can be checked by shooting UV laser beams through
the octant. These beams actually ionize the gas in a way quite similar to a muon, but

give straight lines rather than circles. We feel that this check is vital to verify the muon
chamber system's accuracy. An alignment checking procedure using cosm;.c rays has also
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FIGURE 10: Reconstruction of the first Z° event found in the pilot run. This is an r-phi view showing the

BGO energy, the hadron calorimeter energy, and tracks in part of the muon chambers. The amount of BGO

energy in a crystal is represented by the size of the crystal drawn. Energy in the hadron calorimeter is also

represented by size. The energy detection in the BGO and in the hadron calorimeter has excellent position

resolution. The tracks in the muon chambers are due to hadron punchthrough as can easily be determined

by the muon chamber reconstruction. The TEC pictured in the middle of the detector was not turned on.
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FIGURE 11: The second Z° event detected by L3 during the pilot run. This time only the hit detectors are

displayed. One sees a lot of energy deposited in the BGO and some in the hadron calorimeter. There is also

a beautiful 6 GeV muon, probably from b or c quark decay.
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FIGURE 12: Drawing of the entire L3 muon detector. The system is divided into 16 "octants'. The

electronics is common to pairs of octants which are mechanically divided along the beam direction. The

entire detector is supported on the large tube shown at the center. The front and back groups of 8 octants

are known as ferris wheels and roll out on the rails seen on the side of the tube. Air-pads, also shown, allow

the ferris wheels to be rotated, when outside the magnet, for loading and unloading of octants.
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FIGURE 13:Averagesagittasmeasured,afteroptical-mechanicalalignmentcorrections,forUV laserbeams

and forcosmics.Both resultsarewithin30 micronsof0.The agreementbetweenthetwo methods isalways

withinstatisticalerrorsofaround 10 microns.Ali16 octantsweretestedand thefinalresultsareshown in

thefigure.
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been developed. The use of cosmic rays was initially thought to be difficult because of the
rather large effects of multiple scattering. However, methods have been found to harden

the momentum distribution and, empirically, lihe average sagitta for cosmic rays is very
stable. Figure 13 shows a comparison betwee_L the optical-mechanical alignment system, i

the UV la_er alignment check, and the cosmic ray alignment check. For ali 16 octants,
they agree within the required accuracy. Therefore, we can have confidence in our other

two systems because large statistics cosmic ray measurements have confirmed their results.
In the L3 experiment, undergro_tLndin P2, cosmic rays are less plentiful. For horizontal
octants, in particular, we do noel have enough cosmic rays to do an alignment check and
must, therefore, use only the UV laser system.

The wires in the muon chambers give an RMS resolution of 168 microns compared
to a design resolution of 250 microns. To measure the sagitta more accurately than this
1,_8 microns, the system employs many wires together to make the measurement. The

middle chamber has 24 wires and the inner and outer have 16. This large number of
wires will improve the measurement if s_-_t_.matic errors are very small. Thus, the crucial
goal of the muon chamber group is to keep th£ systematic errors small. If one includes
multiple scattering errors, which are mainly caused by material in the middle chamber,
the resolution we may expect for 45 GeV muons traversing ali three chambers is around
2.4_, giving us a mass resolution of around 1.7°_.

Muons are also measured in the orthogonal direction, along the beam, by 8 layers of
more conventional chambers. The accuracy required of these chambers is not as di/Ticult
to achieve.

D. FUTURE UPGRADES OF L3

The LEPC committee has approved an upgrade of L3 to include a silicon vertex de-

tector. We are also planning to add forward muon chambers and broaden coverage of
the luminosity monitor. We must modify the electronics by the time LEP increases the
number of beam bunches.
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III.UCSD'S ROLE IN THE L3 DETECTOR

UCSD's major role in the construction of the L3 detector was in the muon system. This
is a large and very complicated system constructed by several institutes in collaboration.
Jim Branson was responsible for the electrostatic debign of the cell of the muon chambers.

This design gives excellent individual wire resolution. It also shapes the electric field well
enough that ali the wires of the muon chambers will have the same conversion from time

to distance within 10 microns. This is done by accurate positioning of ali the chamber
wires, includin_ the cathode wire,, by having no insulators near the chamber drift volume,
and by careful shaping of tbr_ field near the chamber boundaries. It is ali achieved with
only 4 applied voltages plus ground. Still, the chamber gas amplification and the electric
field in the drift region can be controlled by varying these voltages.

The chamber system was essentially fu!ly operational for the pilot run. It does require
continuous maintenance and calibration to _,:orkweil. UCSD has been involved in several

aspects of the commissioning task,_. Be_ides the areas that will be specifically mentioned
below, we have worked on the t0 calibration, the debugging of the readout system, and the
omine search for problems with our measurements. We have maintained only a small role
in the day to day operation of the muon chambers.

UCSD also played a major role in the offiine software design and implementation.
Despite manpower shortages, the basic software was developed and u3ed during detector
construction and was well organized and ready at st_rtup. In the last two years, UCSD
has concentrated more effort on physics analysis since problems there were more urgent.
We expect ts devote some attention to the optimization of the reconstruction software in
the future.

A. WIRE ALIGNMENT BRIDGES

The precision wire alignment "bridges" that Jim Branson was in charge of producing
are used to position ali of the momentum measuring "P chamber" wires and are thus the
heart of the mechanical precision of the chambers. Each of the 80 P chambers contains

about 3,000 wires. These sense and field shaping wires are positioned to about 10 _m in
the magnetic bending direction and to about 40 _m in the nonbending direction by Pyrex
glass plates in the precision bridges. The Pyrex plates are glued between long carbon
fiber bars. This overall bridge, made of carbon fiber and Pyrex, is both mechanically very
strong, so that gravitational and mechanical deformations of the bridge are negligible, and

has a very small thermal expansion coefficient, 1.5 ppm/°C, so that temperature effects
on the wire positions can be neglected.

The Pyrex glass pieces were glued to the supporting carbon fiber bars in positions
determined by a very precise Invar template. Bridges thus produced have an average wire-
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alignment-surface to wire-alignment-surface spacing of 101.50020 mm. Quality control
measurements were made using a laser interferometer and a computer controlled measuring
device. The accuracy of this measuring system was about 2 #m. Every Pyrex plate of
every bridge was measured. The erro_,'sin these positions correspor, d to the error in the

central position of a sense wire plane in the c]_amber.

The measured absolute position accuracy is shown in figure 14 for the entire sample
of bridges. The RMS accuracy is 5.2 _m. This is within the specified tolerance for our
knowledge of the wire positions. If the slight inaccuracies of the template are corrected
for, 21 numbers for the entire muon detector, the RMS deviation is reduced to 3.0 _m as
shown in figure 15. This number includes the 2 gm measurement error, lt is, therefore,
clear that the construction methods used were very accurate, about 2 _m RIV[Serrors and
that by using these 21 small corrections, the wire positions are known substantially better
thegn was specified.

B. L3 MUON CHAMBER ACCURACY AND THE _)EST BEAM PROGRAM

The time to distance conversion in the muon chambers is a critical element in the muon _

momentum resolution. Oneof the major shortcomings of this muon chamber design is the
fact that we cannot determine this conversion by using track segments in the chambers.

Tracks typically traverse a chamber on one side of all the struck sense wires. Those tracks
that do cross a sense wire plane are only suitable for calibration near the sense wire.

For this reason, we must map the muon chamber cell to a systematic accuracy of about
20 microns in a test beam. This mapping must be done in a 0.51 Tesla ma_._tic field and
range over the full cell phase space, that is, from 0 to 50.75 mm distance from the sense
wire and from-22.5 to 22.5 degrees of slope. Low momentum particles may give larger

slopes but at low momentum, prec]sior_ requirements are drastically reduced. We must also
allow for the normal variation of barometric pressure and for the variation of the magnetic
field cver the detector which is expected to be 3_. It will be possible to verify the cell

map by using th_ beam energy as a constraint in dimuon events. As yet this allows us to
adjust only a few parameters. Far greater dimuon statistics are needed before this method
becomes competitive with a test beam. ..
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FIGURE 14: Histogram of the measured absolute deviation of the wire alignment surfaces, of the precision

bridges, from the nominal 101.5002 mm pitch. The RMS deviation of the 4623 entries is 5.1 pm, which is
already within tolerances.
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FIGURE 15: Histogram of the absolute deviation of the wire alignment surfaces after a small correction for

template errors. This is simply a correction according to which of the 21 pins on the template was used

to position this pyrex plate. The corrections are of the order of 4 microns, We now find a 3.0 pm RMS

deviation for the 4623 surfaces. This is a factor of 2 smaller than our tolerances require. Note that this error

and the one given for figure 14, include a 2/_m measurement error so the actual error after these corrections

is likely to be only 2 pm.
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• A cell mapping program has been carried out in the CERN X3 beam line. The ultimate
goals of the test beam program are:

• To map the distance-time function of the muon P-chamber cell to a systematic ac-
curacy of 20 microns, 5 times smaller than the single wire resolution. The func-
tion will depend on variables: time, slope, magnetic field, pressure, _nd pulse-
height/threshold.

• To study how to best fit tracks in the standard cell in • magnetic field. Lt the
standard field, electrons drift at an angle of about 19 degrees from the electric field
direction.

• To determine the muon chamber resolution function in a magnetic field, a(x,slope)

• To study the sensitivity of the distance-time function to chamber gas composition
and contamination.

The hardware for the muon chamber test beam has 5 major components:

1) A five cell P-chamber with 24 sense wires per cell. The wires are only 60 cm long
rather than the 6 meters of the chambers used in L3. The chamber has windows for

the bear _ to pass through to reduce multiple scattering. Standard preamplifiers are
mounted on the chamber.

2) A high precision, computer controlled moving table. The table can move the chamber
over a range of 100 mm and can rotate it from 0 to 22.5 degrees. The chamber position
and rotation are read out electronically to an accuracy of 10 microns. The chamber

is moved with a computer controlled hydraulic system and moves quickly enough,
that we can reposition the chamber between beam pulses so that ali of the beam can
be used.

3) Silicon microstrip detectors to measure the position of the incoming beam particle.
The microstrips have a 50 micron pitch, are 6 mm wide and 40 mm high.

4) A well mapped dipole magnet with a large gap. Since the wires must be parallel to
the field as they will be in L3, the gap of the magnet determines the wire length.

5) The final design L3 electronics in fastbus was used to readout the chamber.

A beam of 50 GeV pions was incident on the system. The high energy assures small
multiple scattering and also gives the same ionization as the high energy muons we are
interested in measuring in the experiment.

A rather successful 2 week test beam run was made during the summer of 1986. A
similar run in 1987 did not get enough data to improve on the 1986 result, due to poor

performance of the SPS during our running period. We were not able to get sufficient test
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beam time until LEP st_rtup in late 1989 to make another mapping.

A summary Of the results obtained from the earlier run is given here. Events are
carefully selected to have single tracks in the chamber that point back to _ne, and only
one, hit in each microstrip layer. We have shown that background can be reduced to a

negligible level with these requirements. After cuts, a sample of 1,000,000 hits spread
rather uniformly in distance from the sense wire and in slope, was used to fit the cell
map function and determine the chamber resolution. Events were used at each of three
magnetic field values and three pressures. A picture of a typical event is shown in figure 16.

The chamber resolution has been determined using test beam data. Because the res-
olution is much larger than the systematic errors we wish to eliminate, it is easier to
measure than the accurate cell map function. We compute the error in the chamber mea-
surement by compar;ng the position predicted by the microstrips, and the known beam
momentum, to the position measured by the chamber wire. Figure 17 shr,ws the measured

RMS resolution as a function of distance from the sense wire along _v]th a simple fit to
these measurements. The chamber errors were found to be gaussian out to 3 standard
deviations with steep exponential tail beyond that. This error distribution is shown in
figure 18. It was also found that the optimal cut for determining the chamber centroid
is at three sigma. Figure 19 displays the RMS chamber resolution vs. slope. Due to the
drift angle in the magnetic field, the best resolution is obtained for a negative slope, where
the electrons drift roughly perpendic_alar to the track. Near a slope of zero, the resolution
deteriorates slightly because of an unavoidable "cross talk" effect, the source of which is
understood but which needs further study.

To give one number for the resolution, we have found that by using a weighted average
of the chamber measurements, the RMS error on the chamber centroid is the same as one

would expect for a constant chamber resolution of 168 microns. This is, therefore, the
"average" chamber resolution. In some position-slope regions, the resolution is less than
100 microns.

The 1,000,000 hits are fit to a smooth "cell map" function:

x (time, slope, B, pressure, pulse - height / threshold),

which has a small number of parameters varied to minimize the standard chi square.
Figure 20 shows the fit function with the dominant (x = vt) term removed. The precision
achieved can be seen in many distributions like the one shown in figure 21, where the
average error in the fit function is plot bed versus the distance from the wire. As can be

seen from the figure, our precision is in the 5 micron range in a projection like this. This is

not a one dimensional measurement; the measurement's precision must be viewed in five
dimensions. We achieved a nearly satisfactory error as a function of ali five variables. The
RMS systematic difference between the measurement and the fit is 23 microns.
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FIGURE 16: Graphical representation of a reconstructed event from the muon chamber test beam. Two

views of the event ale shown. In the left hand view, we see two cells of the drift chvmber, each with 24 sense

wires, rotated at an angle to the beam direction. The track reconstructed from the chamber hits is shown.

The chamber hits are hidden by the line drawn for the track. Near the ends of the track, the 6 mm wide

microstrips can be seen. In the right hand view, the picture is blown up by a factor of 50 transverse t'_ the

beam direction. In this view, the chamber hits, represented by 0.5 mm long lines, and the microstrip hits,
shown in the 6 mm wide microstrips, become visible.
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FIGURE 17: The RMS resolution measured in the muon chamber test beam as a function of the distance

from the sense wire plane. Resolution is best at about 3 mm from the sense wire. As the distance gets

larger, the resolution worsens due to diffusion• Near the wire, the charge collection changes and the pulse

rise time becomes slower causing more fluctuations in the time measured. This gives rise to the peak in the

resolution near the wire. The cathode plane is at 50.75 mm from the sense wire. This graph extends to 52

mm because sloped tracks can be detected in two c_ns at the same time when they cross the cathode plane.

The resolution near the cathode plane really only deteriorates for these crossing tracks.
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FIGURE 18: Histogram of the number of eve,_lts vs. the number of standard deviations of the track predicted

by the microstrips measured in the nitlon chamber test beam. Cuts are shown at plus and minus three sigma.

The distribution is nearly gaussian in this region and is still falling rapidly out to seven sigma. The fit of

the cell map function was made using hits out to three sigma and fits to tracks in the muon detector will

cut out hits past three sigma. This will remove only about 1.5% of the hits.
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FIGURE 19: The RMS resolution measured in the muon chamber test beam vs. the slope of the track.

The chamber gives the best resolution for tracks that are nearly perpendicular to the electron drift direction

which is at 19 degrees to the electric field. Of course if the sign of the magnetic field is changed, this graph

reverses itself. The bump in the resolution at 0 degrees is due to the charge induced on one sense wire by

the hits on the other sense wires. As the slope gets near 0, ali the hits come at nearly the same time and

this induced charge can have a large effect. It actually is of opposite sign as the signal charge and, therefore,

reduces the pulse height. We have managed to calibrate out the systematic effects of this in the test beam

but will continue to study the effect.
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FIGURE 20: The cell map correction function me_ured in the muon chamber test beam at fixed pressure

and magnetic field. The correction is relative to the simple x = vt relation. It has a largely parabolic shape

as a function of slope. The ma_dmum size of the correction is about 0.6 mm. The front of this lego plot

represents the region nearest the sense wire where the slope correction disappears, as it should. Near the

back of the plot, which corresponds to the region in the cell near the cathode plane, there is a large correction

for tracks crossing from one cell to another.
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FIGURE 21: The error in the cell map as a function of the distance from the sense wire plane. The graph is

in 1 mm bins and the error bars show the statistical error on the data. The scale is in microns. As you can

see, the error is typically less than 5 microns except in the regions very near the sense Wire and very near

the cathode where it gets up to 30 microns. A relatively small number of parameters was used to make this

fit.
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Our biggest problem contributing to the 23 micron systematics seems to be a gradual
change in thc drift velocity which is not in accordance with pressure and magnetic field
changes. The likely source of this kind of effect is a slow change in the the amount of
contamination in the gas. lt is a conclusion of the measurements so far, that drift velocity

monitors should be employed in the L3 chambers to assure that we can follow any changes

in the drift velocity and eventually understand their source. This is also true for changes
in the drift angle, although no clear problem was observed in the test beam running.

Finally, because the test chamber is different in size from the chambers to be used in

L3, we must understand the differences in pulse shape between the two chambers. That is,
how does the smaller capacitance of the small chamber and the reflection from the signal
wire end in the large chamber create a difference between the two. To do this, we must
look at individual pulse shapes in the two chambers. The pulse shape depends on position
and on slope, so this can be a complicated problem.

In late1989,the UCSD group (IrwinSheer and Mike Hebert)took severalmillion
eventsinthe themuon chamber testbeam. Analysisoftheseeventsisproceeding,with

onlya smallparticipationfrom UCSD due tothe urgentmanpower need toanalyzethe
LEP data. The bulk of the analysisisbeing done by a studentfrom Harvard and a

researcherfrom Naples,withadvicefrom Jim Branson.So far,we know thatthedatasre

good,but toextractthefinalresultson allaspectsofthemeasurement,willlikelyrequire
a few man yearsofwork. We hope tofindenoughtimetofinishtheanalysisofthesedata
soon.

Sincethevoltagesatwhichwe operatethechambershavechangedsubstantiallysince

the1987testbeam run,itisexpectedthattheresultsfrom thisanalysiswillbecrucialto

attainingdesignresolutionorbetterinthemuon chambersystem.

C. THE VME BASED MONITOR AND CONTROL SYSTEM

High precision is obtained from the L3 Muon Spectrometer through stringent design
tolerances and careful monitoring. The control and monitoring system, which runs in

parallel with the data acquisition system, is responsible for the following tasks: 1) actuator
motor monitoring; 2) bubble level monitoring; 3) discriminator threshold and low voltage
power supply control and monitoring; 4) fastbus crate monitoring; 5) high voltage control
and monitoring; 6) laser beacon control and monitoring; 7) magnet sensor monitoring; 8)

multiplexed pick-off control and monitoring; 9) RASNIK (straightness) monitoring; 10)
temperature sensor monitoring; 11) to calibration control; and 12) UV Las_.r control and
monitoring.

Hardware for the control and monitoring system is based on a distributed system of
intelligent VME electronics. A total of seven crates of VME modules are installed in
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various L3 counting rooms (5 crates in U1, 1 crate in US, and 1 crate in P3). Each crate
is equipped with: a 68010 based CPU card which runs an OS9 operating system and has

a C-language compiler; at least 2 Mbytes of memory; a 3¼ inch floppy disk drive; and a
hard disk with a capacity of at least 20 Mbytes. Ali crates are interconnected via a serial
RS232 network (OSgnet). Four of the seven crates are equipped with an ethernet card
which allows the system to communicate, via DECNET emulation, with the online VAX
cluster.

Nearly ali of the software for the control and monitoring system, which mns on the local

VME and on the VAX cluster, has been developed by the Muon Monitoring group during
the last year. Software that runs on the VME is mainly written in C, while software
running on the cluster has been mainly written in FORTRAN. The architecture of the
software has been influenced by the following considerations:

1) It must be possible to control and monitor each subsystem both locally on the VME
CPU and remotely from other VME CPUs and/or the VAX cluster.

2) The software must be robust so that a small hardware problem will not cause the
loss of important data.

3) It should be autonomous, requiring as little human intervention as possible.

4) It should be user friendly and self documenting.

Because there are so many subsystems, and because nearly ali of the subsystems need

to be autonomous and thus will produce data asynchronously, the control and monitoring
system for the L3 muon chambers has been designed as a two level system. At the task
level (level 1), each of the aforementioned tasks is dealt with independently, while at the

system level (level 2), any or ali tasks may be dealt with at once. Each monitoring task
can thus be operated at either of the two levels, allowing for a maximum of flexibility.

Robustness has been achieved in two different ways. At the task level, reliance on

multi-tasking prevents a program with a problem from interfering with other programs.
At the system level, where programs rely heavily on the network, routing is determined
dynamically, depending on the network's _tatus.

All task level programs have be written such that they autostart to a default config-
uration in case of a power failure or CPU crash. Under normal circumstances, no user
intervention is needed to resume monitoring.

Ali programs that interface with a user have been written in a user friendly way.
Programs typically allow the user to choose from a menu of well defined commands either by
typing an unambiguous abbreviation of the command, selecting the co_nnand with cursor

keys, or by clicking with a mouse the appropriate region on the screen. If commands require
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parameters, the program will automatically parse for them if they have been omitted. Ali
user interface programs provide online help and, in some cases, tutorials.

The software for a typical monitoring task is composed of the following programs: data

producing processes, a data consuming process, a command server, and a user interface.

Data producing processes are programs that typically read from and/or write to a
VME module. Typically, a subsystem will have one data producing process for each VME
module employed. Therefore, a hardware problem with the module will cause the loss of
data from that module alone. In principle, the job of a data producer is to move and/or
process data from (to) a hardware module to (from) a shared data module. Communication
with the data consuming process is done using event flags.

The data consuming processes are programs that get data from the shared data module,
then conditionally process it and write it to at least two different output streams: a status
file which contains ali current data for the subsystem; and a history file which contains a
history of ali data produced by the subsystem. The status file is used by the user interface
program for monitoring, while the history file will be interrogated by system level programs
which pass new data on to the VAX cluster and into the muon chamber data base.

The command server is a program that sits idle on the local CPU waiting for a com-
mand. Depending on the command received, the server may create other processes or
pass the command along to other processes via the shared memory module. Commands

may originate from multiple sources. Commands may be sent synchronously (requiring
feedback) or asynchronously.

The user interface program is the program which is used to interact with a subsystem
at _k level. The program allows the user to control and monitor the subsystem from the

loca_ CPU, a remote CPU or the VAX cluster. Software packages have been developed
whic._ facilitate command parsing, screen management, and inter-process communication.

The responsibility of the system level software is to lend coherence to the large number

(greater than 100) of programs running at the task level. To do this several varieties of
processes running locally on the VME and remotely on the VAX cluster are needed.

Control and monitoring of ali VME subsystems can be done via a master control
program. This is a very user friendly program that runs only on the VAX cluster. This

program enables the user to send commands to any subsystem and/or display the current
data for any subsystem. Commands are relayed to the appropriate task server by command

servers that run on ethernet linked VME CPUs. The master control program is typically
run by the person on shift who is responsible for the control and monitoring of the muon
chambers.

The status of the OS9 networks and ethernet links are watched by network monitors
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which run on each V/viE CPU. The network monitors maintain a data base with which all

other programs can use to determine routing. Network failures are automatlcal]y relayed
to the master control program.

I

The alarm server, which runs on all V/vIE CPUs relays alarms from VME processes to
the VAX cluster. Ali alarms are automatically sent to the master control program so that
a person on shift can take appropriate action quickly.

Each detached process running in a VME CPU is watched by a process monitor. If
the process crashes or hangs, an alarm is sent to the master control program.

Data from history files are collected by data_flow servers running locally on the ethernet
linked V/vIE CP Us. They pass data to a data flow server which runs on the VAX cluster.
The remote data flow server inserts the data into the muon chamber data base and a shared

file. The master control program has access to all current VME data via the cluscom file.

A number of programs have been written for each subsystem that permit interactive

viewing of the data in the data base. With these programs, the quality of new data can
be checked and the stability of the data over long time periods can be observed.

Roughly ten different people have contributed to the software described above. Of

the_e people, seven are graduate students, one a programmer, and two are postdocs. Irwin
Sheer has been responsible for the coordination of this group. In particular, he is entirely
responsible for: process monitoring, interactive data base viewing, and temperature sensor
monitoring software. He is partially responsible for alarm handling, actuator motor moni-
toring, fastbus crate monitoring, and multiplexed pickoff control and monitoring software.
He has contributed to virtually ali VME software projects.

D. ELECTRONICS TO DETERMINE THE COMMON STOP TIME

There is a significant source of error associated with the use of the LeCroy 1879 TDCs
with a common stop to ali channels coming from the beam crossing signal. Figure 22
illustrates this point. The chamber signal is discriminated and fed into the TDC, in which
a shift register is constantly shifting its contents to the right once every 2.4 nsec. After
each shift, either a 1 or a 0 is loaded into the left-most bit of the register, depending upon
whether or not the channel input is high or low at that time. This means that there is a

2.4 nsec range (shaded in the diagram) of allowed leading edge times, which will produce

the same bit pattern in the shift register. Thus, there is a _ nsec uncertainty in the
arrival time of the signal from any individual wire. The use of several (n) wires (24 in

chamber, for example) will reduce this error by a factor of _._, making it acceptable in our
case.
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FIGURE 22: An illustration of the timing uncertainty of a signal in the TDC. Uncertainties in the start times

are unimportant due to multiple measurements. The uncertainty in the common stop time is significant,
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The stop signal, on the other hand, is just one signal used by ali of the TDC channels
as an instruction to begin encoding data for readout. The stop timing error is then the

unreduced _ nsec. In a chamber this corresponds to a 34 #m positional uncertainty, which
is clearly unacceptable when compared to the 32 _m positional uncertainty found in the
test beam work. The problem is exacerbated by the fact that the stop phase interpolation
bit on the 1879 TDC does not work properly.

UCSD has designed and built a simple module to determine the time of the common
stop on an event by event basis. This is a module that fans out one input ECL or NIM
signal into 32 outputs, which will be connected to the 32 empty channels in each P crate.
The outputs differ in time by 0.3 nsec. Detailed test of these modules in conjunction with
TDCs were made. It was shown that we could measure the stop time in one module and
predict the time in another TDC module to 0.3 nsec.

When we attempted to use this system in a full crate of TDCs, we found that the TDC
clock synchronization was very poor. We were able to make a smaller number of TDCs
run with properly synchronized clocks, but never succeeded with a full crate of TDCs as
used in the experimental setup. Further tests showed that the TDC clocking had other
serious problems when operated at high rates.

Mike Hebert worked together with LeCroy Research Systems to develop a cheap mod-
ification to the 1879 TDC which produces a new output signal which can be used to

determine the phase of the stop. Mike also made the first test of this system and found
that the stop time was determined to 200 psec. The work on our UCSD modules paid
off here because we were able to check the two systems against each other and prove that
they both worked. Improvements to the TDCs were also made to solve the other problems
mentioned above. During the shutdown prior to the 1991 run, ali the muon chamber TDCs
were modified by LeCroy for a nominal charge.

E. COORDINATION AND WORK ON L3 SOFTWARE.

Development of high quality softwar_ is an important part of the construction of a
detector system. In a large colliding beams experiment, reconstruction software ehould
not only be working well by the time data taking starts, it should be ready _or use in

detector tests during the construction of the experiment. At the same time, it is desirable
to have a consistent top to bottom software design that will allow diverse parts of the code
to interface to each other in a well defined way.

Jim Branson of UCSD was the coordinator of the L3 reconstruction program devel-
opment from its earliest stages in the muon chamber octant tests until the end of 1990.

Francis Bruyant of CERN coordinated the detector simulation development. The two
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programing efforts were also coordinated wlth each other so that the software products
meshed together naturally,

The reconstruction program is divided into rather independent parts for reconstruction
within individual detectors. A final part of the software reconstructs objects across ali the
detectors which form L3. The major partitions of the reconstruction code are:

• MUL3- reconstruction of tracks on the muon chambers.

• HCL3- reconstruction of energy clusters in the hadron calorimeter.

• ECL3 - reconstruction of energy clusters in the BGO.

• TEL3- reconstruction of tracks in the TEC.

• FLL3 - reconstruction in the luminosity monitor.

• AXL3- reconstruction across ali L3 detectors.
q

Each of the partitions follows L3 coding conventions and produces an output dat'a
structure which is in accordance with very detailed rules. Basically, any reconstructed
"object" is described by one bank in the data structure. The banks have certain data words

which are required and describe the important features of the object. Banks may also have
other data not following the general form. Relationships between reconstructed objects are
well defined and recorded in the data structure. In particular, one reconstructed object
may be a constituent of a higher level object. The lowest level objects are the individual
calorimeter or chamber hits°

Ali of the reconstruction and simulation software uses calibration and setup data served
by the L3 data base software, DBL3. This package has developed into a very efficient and
usable system.

It should be noted that there was only a small group of people who could spend
a substantial fraction of their time on software development prior to the completion of
detector construction and installation. We, who were working on the general software, often
felt that this was a serious mistake and were at odds with the collaboration management
on many occasions. Since we felt that it was vital to have simulation and reconstruction

software working well at startup, we concentrated on this to the detr|ment'of preparation
for physics analysis of the data. We believed that the worst disaster would be to have
frantic and unstructured development of the basic software as the data came in.

The L3 omine reconstruction software was ready by the time of the pilot run. We were
able to select and reconstruct ali of our Z° events within a few hours of when they were

written to tape. Many improvements and modifications were made since then, but the basic
structure, and in most cases, the output data structure has changed very little. The muon
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chamber, hadron calorimeter, and BGO software, as well as the across L3 reconstruction
software, worked well during the pilot run.

Jim Branson was also the coordinator and one of three major contributors to the muon
reconstruction software. This software was wed for ali of the muon chamber testing. By
forcing this use of the developing o_ine software during detector construction, we insured
that the software would actually work immediately at startup and also produced the test
results in a realistic fashion. This also got many of the people working on muon chamber
construction and testing familiar with the software.

Jim Branson also served as a cocoordinator of the AXL3 software and contributed to

the reconstruction of muons across the whole detector. This part of AXL3 included some
of the earliest code written in this partition, and therefore, served as a test bed for many
of our ideas on data organization. Figure 23 shows the performance of the reconstruction
on a hadron event containing muons. Figure 24 is a side view of the same event.
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FIGURE 23: The end view of a hadron event containing two muons in jets. The muon tracks were recon-

structed in the muon chambers which lie outside the range of the picture. Energy deposition in the hadron

calorimeter and BGO is represented by squares, whose size is proportional to energy. Tracks in the TEC are

visible. The muons in this event are both measured to have a positive charge.
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FIGURE 24: A side view of the same event as in the previous figure. One can see that the two muons are

rather far from the jet axes.
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Many importantphysicsresultswere publishedby L3 based on the 1989 and 1990
data.These include:

• An accuratemeasurementofZ° productionyieldinga verygood measurement (see

figure25) ofthe number ofneutrinoflavors(Nv = 3.05-i-0.10),and the Z° mass

(Mz = 91.18± O.OLO± 0.02).

• Measurement ofthebquarkasymmetry and ]3°-B0mixing(figure26 and figure27).

• Mass limitson the standardmodel Higgsand on minimalsupersymmetricmodel

Higgs (figure28).

= 0 227+°'°°sfrom leptonproduction.• Measurement ofsin2((_w) • -o.006

• Measurementsofa_ and testofQCD (figure29).

• Mass limitsformany typesofnew particles.

Reprintsofthepublicationsareappended tothisproposalsowe willnotgo intogreat
detaildiscussingalloftheresults.

A. PHYSICS ANALYSIS COORDINATION

During _,he '89 and '90 LEP runs, L3 had two separate analysis groups. These groups
were to analyze the data independently so that all results could be checked. These groups
were led by Richard Mount of Caltech and David Stickland of Princeton. Jim Branson, who
was running the production reconstruction, coordinated the physics analysis in general,
working with the two groups to produce results as carefully, yet rapidly, as possible. He
ran weekly meetings in which ali results were presented and also ran many of the meetings
needed to finalize papers for publication. In this capacity, he worked on many of the first
25 L3 papers.

There was an excellent spirit of cooperation in the analysis effort. Following the 1990

run the two group structure was dissolved in favor of a single analysis effort. As Jim
Branson returned to UCSD, David Stickland has taken over the overall coordination.

B. COORDINATION OF THE PRODUCTION DATA ANALYSIS

One of our most important responsibilities was the coordination of the o_ine produc-
tion analysis of the L3 data. Jim Branson had this job from the beginning of running until
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the end of the 1990 run. (Harvey Newman of Caltech coordinated production of Monte
Carlo events in parallel to the reconstruction effort.) The data production responsibility
included the decisions about what software upgrades to make and how to schedule them,
as well as the organization of the production analysis. During the pilot run, 40 people took
shifts to quickly analyze the small amount of data obtained. The production reconstruc-
tion was able to keep pace with data taking, so the the data could be fully checked for
validity. Despite a good deal of rerunning to improve reconstruction and calibration, we
finished the production just after the end of data taking so that papers could be promptly
published. In this year's run, shifts are no longer needed.

L3 has a well organized production line which:

• Completely reconstructs data (or MC events).

• Selects ali the good events.

• Separates the events into 14 (overlapping) physics datasets.

• Produces highly efficient concatenated physics datasets.

• Keeps a complete record in the L3 database of ali of these steps.

• Allows any step of the production to be "checked bad" and repeated.

• Has a very flexible PASS2 procedure to redo part of the reconstruction in the mini-
mum time.

A diagram of our plan for data flow through the reconstruction is shown in figure 30.
This detailed diagram is partially explained in the figure caption. However, the point can
be made here that we have designed a very complex system to give us early access to the
data with later refitting to use the best calibrations. A short glossary of terms used in the

figure and in this text is given here:

Va]idate: This step verifies that all of the data is OK and makes histograms to record
the state of the detector and readout, before the PASS1 reconstruction Lmpacks the data.

Level 3' Trigger:This"softwaretrigger"allowsustosavetimeinthereconstruction
by rejectingbackgroundeventsbeforethetimeconsumingpartsoftheprogram arerun.

AlgorithmsdevelopedfortheLevel3'Triggercan thenbe implementedintheonlineLevel

3 Triggersothatwe can avoidwritingthebackgroundtotape.

PASS1: The productionrunningof the reconstructionprogram on new data. The

PASS1 usescalibrationinformationgeneratedonlineand transmittedthroughthe L3

database.Thismay not be the finalcalibrationbut isgood enough to do allthe pat-

ternrecognitioncorrectly.
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FIGURE 30: This is a diagram representing the flow of data through the L3 production reconstruction and

physics analysis. The dark line in the figure represents the part directly under the control of thc production

team. Circles represent program steps and the larger rectangles represent data sets. A glossary of terms is

given in the text,
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DRE: This refers to the Data REconstructed output format of the reconstruction pro-
gram. In this format, ali raw information, as well as ali final r_construction information,
is kept in the form of ZEBRA banks. Events stored in this format are thus substantially
larger than raw-data events.

DSU: This refers to the Data SUmmary output format of the reconstruction program.
Only the very final reconstructed information is kept and some packing is performed. All

quantities needed to do physics analysis are present but there is not suffiCient information
to use an improved calibration. A hadron event takes about 10 kbytes in this format.

Master DRE and DSU: These files contain ali the potentially good events in the
two formats described above. The MDRE is, therefore, quite valuable as input for any
PASS2 rerun while the MDSU contains ali the data in a compact format.

Physics Datasets: The physics datasets contain selected events in a particular
physics category such as e+e - --, _+_-. Concatenated versions of these d_tasets are
produced on LEPICS and stored on tape. Some are automatically transmitted over the
fast link to the Apollos for analysis.

PA.SS2: The second (or third...) running of the reconstruction program on some data.
In general, pattern recognition is not redone. A final calibration is applied.

DBL3: This is our own database system. Database servers keep versions of the database
up to date on the online Vax, LEPICS, CERNVM, the L3 Apollo ring at CERN, and several
IBM installations in Europe. Ali calibrations are stored in the the database. The record
of the productions steps is also stored there.

The fully reconstructed data is available for individual physicists working at CERN

both in compressed and full format. Figure 31 shows the details of how the selected output
physics datasets are split up for each input data tape, then later concatenated together to
make large files containing one type of selected events. The many selected physics data sets
produced have been quite valuable, allowing repeated reanalysis of the compressed data.

These data sets also allow relevant data to be shipped to remote locations (like UCSD) for
analysis.

C. COORDINATION OF MUON PHYSICS ANALYSIS

During the first year, the analysis effort in L3 was divided into two parallel physics
analysis groups. Within one of the groups, Jim Branson was in charge of the muon sub-

group. He worked on the analysis of inclusive muons (and electrons) particularly from b
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FIGURE 31: This figure shows how the selected events coming out of the REL3-PASS1 or REL3-PASS2

reconstruction process are split by the SPLT process, This produced over 100,000 small flies in 1990. These

small flies are concatenated by a well automated CCAT process that produces a new concatenated file

whenever there is enough data of one type to fill a tape.
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quark production. It is beneficial for the coordinator of a major activity, like the physics
analysis and the data production, to actually work wtth the data at the ground level. The
optimization of the physics analysis process was aided by seeing problems from both sides.

The dimuon analysis was very prompt in producing accurate results. L3 also produced
inclusive muon results on b quark production, on b forward-backward asymmetry, and on

B°-/_ ° mixing first among the LEP experiments.

D. M_)NTE CARLO PRODUCTION

A UCSD thesis student, Andre Sc,pczak, spent one year working on Monte Carlo

production. He wrote generators for various supersymmetric particle production processes,
worked on the generator- simulation interface, and also helped keep our Apollo CPUs busy
making Monte Carlo events.

E. SOFTWARE PROJECTS OF IRWIN SHEER

Irwin Sheer has taken responsibility for Apollo-based parallel processing and for soft-

ware to stage flies to the Apollo system. '1his has been, and will be, a vital part or our
production reconstruction and physics analysis.

In the last year, a series of physics based selections have been incorporated into our re-
construction program. Irwin Sheer has been responsible for the implementation of this code
for one of two selection groups. This involves coordinating the work of 10-20 physicists,
each of which is responsible for a particular analysis interest. In addition, the selection of
dimuon events is his responsibility.

L3's network of Apollo computers at CERN includes 105 nodes. As an ongoing re-
sponsibility, Irwin has continued to help out as a member of the Apollo support team. In
addition, he serves as Group Computer Administrator, registering new users and coordi-

nating disk space usage.

F. THE LEP SCHEDULING MEETINGS

Jim Branson was the representative of the L3 collaboration in the LEP scheduling

meetings and in L3's interaction with the LEP coordinator. The scheduling meetings
proved to be quite important, not only for the information that was passed between the
experiments, the machine groups, and the LEP management, but also because of the
sometimes intense negotiations that went on over running and access schedules. Meetings
occurred daily for much of the run, and weekly during less active periods.
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During 1990, it became clear that the luminosity delivered to L3 was about 30% lower

than in the other intersection regions. This was only determined by carefully compar.
ing luminosities determined online and oftiine by the four experiments. This comparison
was effected through the scheduling meetings. L3 invested substantial effort in solving
this luminosity problem. Two major sources were found that contributed to our lower

luminosity. First, the compensation for our large solenoidal field was found to be wrong.
This only came to light after we turned off our magnet during a fill to check its effect on

the luminosity. Second, it was found that the waist of the beam was not exactly at the
intersection point in our region. This contributed to our low luminosity and to the overall
beam-beam effect in the machine. Both problems were solved only near the end of the
run. The solution increased luminosities everywhere, with the largest increase in L3. W_
hope to benefit greatly in 1991 because of the general higher luminosity, and from having
luminosity equal to the other three experiments.

G. UCSD PHYSICS ANALYSIS PROJECTS

It is important to point out the results for which the UCSD group was directly re:
sponsible. We will briefly outline what physics analysis each group member has thus far
done.

Graduate student, Andre Sopczak, was responsible for ali of the analysis for our paper
on the MSSM Higgs. This includes writing and running the Monte Carlo generators,
reconstructing the Monte Carlo events, and developing cuts to select Higgs pair production.

He also wrote the initial draft of the paper. The exclusion plot for the NiSSM h0 and A O
massesisshown infigure32.Figure33shows theexclusionplotforchargedHiggsparticles

which would alsoappearintheMSSM model. The limitsinthe chargedHiggscaseare

notspecifictoMSSM, Duringthenextyearhewillwork on varioussearchesforHiggs-like

particlesoutsidethe standardmodel. The searcheshe performedso farused both high

mass four-jeteventsand leptontagsto lookforrarecvents.There isno doubt thatthis

willbe an interestingbut complexsearchasthestatisticsgrow nextyear.

Graduatestudent,Mike Hebert,hasbeenthebackboneoftheinclusiveleptonanalysis,

fromwhichour heavyflavorresultshavebeenderived.Figure26 shows how our measured

valueofB °/_0 mixing,Xn = 0.17_+°'°49contributestoour understandingofthemixing" _-0.040

of B,. A large number of people work in this area in L3, but Mike is generally recognized
as the person who keeps the analysis going. At the beginning of 1991, Mike moved back to

UCSD and has been working on various systematic error studies in the area of B physics
in preparatiov for writing his thesis. Substantial progress has been made which will help
L3 with this year's higher statistics measurements.

Jim Branson wrote the initial version of the inclusive lepton analysis program, which
Mike Hebert took over. He wrote and maintained the fitting program from which the
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FIGURE 32: Exclusionplotforthe MSSM ho and A o masses. The differentshaded regionscorrespond

to differentsearchchannelsas shown inthe figure.The lin,shows limitsderivedfrom our searchforthe

standardmodel Higgs.
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final heavy flavor results are derived. He also led the inclusive lepton analysis for most
of the year. He wrote and maintaihed the system which provided up to date luminosity
information to the collaboration.

After completing test beam running, Irwin Sheer made an impact on the L3 analysis
effort in the last one and one half years. He played a leading role in several important

analysis projects. In addition, he has taken a very active editorial role, serving as principle
author (or some semblance thereof) for many of L3's recent publications.

Irwin's principle interest is the high precision measurements of the Z° cross section and
asymmetry. Measurements of this type are an important step towards the understanding
of the electroweak interactions, which are very successfully described by the Standard
Model. Specifically, he was responsible for the measurement of the cross section and
forward-backward asymmetry for the reaction e+e - _ _+#-. This measurement resulted
in two publications and was included in a third longer publication which described the
determination of electroweak parameters from cross section and asymmetry data.

As a secondary interest, Irwin has been involved in several searches for new particles.

Theories beyond the Standard Model (e.g. Supersymmetry, Composite Models, Techni-
color Models, and Superstrings) have predicted a cornucopia of new particles. The new
energy frontier opened up by LEP makes searches for such particles especially interesting.
Searches in which he was involved include:

1. A search for neutral Higgs bosons of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model.

2. A search for leptoquarks.

3. A search for narrow high-mass resonances produced in radiative decays of the Z° .

Ali of the above searches resulted in publications. It is perhaps unfortunate that none
of them yielded a positive result.
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V. DEVELOPMENT FOR AN SSC EXPERIMENT

Over the last year, our group has become actively involved in both development of
detectors for the SSC and in the new, as yet unnamed, collaboration to build a second

high Pr detector complementary to SOC. The two UCSD groups supported mainly by the
NSF are also in this collaboration. Jim Branson is now the member of the collaboration

council representing U CSD.

We are quite actively working on the development of a precision BaF2 electromagnetic

calorimeter with an energy resolution _$ - I_E + 0.5°_. This detector will enable us to

discover the Higgs boson in the intermediate mass range from 80 to 160 GeV by measuring
the H ° -_ "_ decay channel. This decay channel can be used to close the gap between the

upper limit for Higgs detection at LEP (80 GeV) and the lower limit at the SSC through
tbur lepton final states (160 GEV). We are funded through SSC subsystem development
money, in conjunction with several other universities.

Ongoing R&D activities in which our group at UCSD has a major role include:

1) Setup of a cosmic ray telescope, for precalibrating crystals before installation in th_
prototype crystal matrix, at UC San Diego.

2) Assembly of prototype matrices of BaF2 crystals and construction of the support
box for the first prototype matrix.

3) Organization, setup, and running of a beam test for the :?rototype BaF2 matrices.

4) Development and testing of the UV-sensitive photodetectors. Use of the cosmic ray
telescope to optimize performance at low pulse height.

5) Testing of uniformity of light collect]on and of mixing of light in crystal and prism
to reduce sensitivity to photocathode nonuniformity.

Hans Kobrak of UCSD has taken the leading role hn the organization of our test beam
effort at Fermilab. We expect to have results from the test of a 7 by 7 matrix of crystals

by the end of the year.

In addition to our active role in BaF2 development, we are playing a less active role in

the development of scintillating fiber calorimeters. Hazm Paar of UCSD has been a leader
in this field for many years. We work with him in studies of how to integrate this type of
calorimeter into the second detector for the SSC.

UCSD has five faculty and research faculty actively hnvolved in detector development
for the SSC and now also involved in the design of the second high Pr SSC detector, lt
is clear that we will form a strong group within an SSC experiment in the future. At

this time, however, we are quite short of junior level researchers who are able to work on
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SSC development. We have many ongoing physics projects, including L3, CLEO, muon
scattering at FNAL, and a search for WIMPs. Moving an individual junior level researcher
from one of these projects would be disastrous for UCSD's participation in thatproject.
We are making an effort to add one postgraduate researcher to form the nucleus of our
SSC development • ._d activity on the second SSC detector.

It is not yet clear whether BaF2 of a scintillating fiber calorimeter will be built for
the second SSC detector. It is clear that UCSD will work as one large group on some
construction project for that detector. Ideally we would work on BaF2 or scintillating
fiber. If neither of these are built, we are interested in either trigger electronics or muon
chambers, both of which seem understaffed in the current collaboration. We are also
interested in software development in any case.

,'
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VI. CURRENT STATUS

The four physicists supported on this grant have ali been part of the UCSD contingent
on L3 for several years. We plan to maintain two to three, and at times, even four physicists
at CERN. Because of the cost of living m the Geneva area, this is a great strain on our
budget.

We are ali involved in the analysis of L3 data at this time. The DOE supported
acquisition of a small Apollo computer system located at UCSD has allowed us to continue

our analysis efforts fairly independently of whether we are at CERN or at UCSD. This
system is fully compatible with the L3 physics analysis and software development system
at CERN. The UCSD system became fully operational this February. This compatibility

has proven to be an essential feature of our system. Of course, we miss the immediate
communication with our collaborators while we are away from CERN, but our access to
data is not seriously impaired. If we need to process a large volume of data, we submit

batch jobs on the Apollos at CERN, then send the resulting compressed output files to
UCSD for further work. We can maintain up to date software by transferring files from
CERN. Mike Hebert has taken on the job of system management. I_ seems that our
system runs more smoothly than the professionally managed physics department system
and suffers much less downtime.

Both students are now working on data analysis for their thesis topic. Mike Hebert's

thesis, on inclusive leptons and B physics, should be completed fairly soon after the end
of this year's running. Andre Sopczak's thesis on the search for Higgs bosons beyond the
standard model will take a bit longer. Both students will graduate sometime within the

next two years.
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_C_II.5 YEAR RESEARCH PLAN

The UCSD group continues to collaborate on the L3 experiment at CERN as its pri-
mary activity. As stated above, we maintain a leading role in many aspects of the experi-
ment despite the large size of the L3 collaboration. Our main focus for 1992 will be physics
analysis, but we will continue to help maintain and improve the muon detector. We plan to
continue in the areas of B-physics, dimuon physics, and Higgs search outside the standard
model. We will try to keep at least two people at CERN during the coming years. The
LEP experiments already have the best measurements of B°-B ° mLxing. Error bars will
shrink as staf, istics increase. The asymmetry in 5 quark production will help us determine
the top quark mass and test the standard model. Because of the ease of identifying 5 events
at LEP, our measurements of the B lifetime will also be excellent. Improved measurements

of r_ and the asymmetry A_ will better test the standard model as statistics increase.
Ali the LEP experiments have limited the standard model Higgs mass to be above 90 GeV.

A combination of the four experiments limits the mass to be above 50 GeV. We have also
produced limits in the context of the min._mal supersymmetric standard model. Beyond
the standard model and this 1Lmited extension, it is quite possible to have the lightes.t
Higgs particle couple to the Z° less strongly than the standard model Higgs would. It is
important to make a thorough and general search for Higgs-like particles. This search will
also be important at LEP 200, where higher Higgs masses can be tested. We expect to
take some hardware responsibility in the upgrade of L3, most likely in the muon chambers.

A major part of out research plan for the next five years is to work on development

and design of a detector for the SSC. Within the 5 years, construction of the experiment
will begin. We are currently working on the development of BaF_ and scintillating fiber
calorimeters. It is as yet uncertain if either of these detectors will be chosen for construc-

tion, although chances seem good. In any case, we will work with our UCSD colleagues
on the construction of one part of the detector. This group will have 15 to 20 physicists
working on the SSC by the time the accelerator begins to run. If neither of these technolo-
gies are chosen, we may work on the muon system. We are also interested in the software
development for this experiment.
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